HealthPass NY PEO Webinar
Selling Season is Here - Are you Ready?
What is the distinction of "privately held" PEO? How does The HealthPass NY PEO stack up against non-privately held PEO's?
Privately held means not a publicly traded company. The HealthPass NY PEO powered by DecisionHR (DHR) is in the top 20 if you add in all
PEOs that are publicly traded.
Does The HealthPass NY PEO not offer the Empire PPO Network? Are only Blue Access and Connection available?
We offer 12 plans consisting of 8 EPO/PPO, 2 Blue Access and 2 Connection plans.
What state is the PEO written out of?
DHR is headquartered out of St. Petersburg, Florida. Insurance contracts and services are written out of New York State.
Can ancillary be excluded and written outside of the PEO?
Yes, ancillary plans can be excluded and written outside of the PEO.
What about DBL, PFL and FMLA?
DHR handles DBL, PFL and FMLA.
Can groups move from The HealthPass Exchange to The HealthPass NY PEO? Does it have to be at the policy anniversary?
Yes, groups that meet The HealthPass NY PEO participation requirements may move from The HealthPass Exchange or any other carrier.
Groups can move on or off of their anniversary date.
Where is the PEO written out of? Is COBRA/State Continuation in let’s say Texas vs New York individually handled or is it
where the PEO is written out of?
New York based groups are written out of New York. DHR can also provide health coverage to groups based in Connecticut, Florida and
Georgia at this time. Due to the employment arrangement of a PEO all employees are subject to Federal COBRA guidelines with any
additional applicable continuation benefits coming into play based off of the state in which an employee is working.
How do you handle things like ARPA subsidies and who paid the premium?
Due to the employment arrangement of a PEO each group is considered to be larger than 20 for federal tax purposes. The group initially
covered the cost of the subsidy but was then reimbursed by the Federal Government.
Empire has taken away commissions in the past. Is there a minimum amount of time they will pay the bonus?
There is no guaranteed length of time the Empire bonus program will continue, however there is no currently established end date.

Is there a commission on medical?
Broker compensation is 20% of the admin fee collected.
How do you handle renewals if ONE person has large claims?
The base rate for the renewal is dependent on the experience of the larger pool. Within that pool a group's claims are looked at in aggregate
and the renewal rates will go up or down for the entire group based on their collective claims.
Are renewal increases based on the client's personal experience of the larger pool? It appears several PEOs are changing
rating buckets upon renewal based on the group's specific utilization.
The base rate for the renewal is dependent on the experience of the larger pool, however each group will fit into a different rate band based
on the specific group's experience.
Is there a minimum group size?
The minimum group size to join The HealthPass PEO powered by DHR is 5.

